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ABSTRACT
This project is in collaboration with PETRONAS Carigali Sdn Bhd, and was
selected for the 16th Engineering Design Exhibition (EDX 16) of IFTP. The main
target or objective of this project is to develop a methodology and process to select
the best and most suitable power generation technology specifically for remote or
offshore facilities because currently, there is neither definitive methodology nor
guideline for electrical engineers to select the type of generator suitably to meet the
requirement of ofifehore applications. This is the first ever attempt to standardize the
selection method Studies on designing power generation and also on new and
suitable technologies of power generators for offshore application have been
conducted together with data collection from the internet. It can be conclude that
there are two main factors have to be considered during the selection process. The
factors are the technical parameter and the other one is the decision factor, which
pretty much related to the structural limitations of a platform. As an addition, a
system or selection tool software is developed as an aid to the engineers for selecting
the best generator during the design stage. The software also serves the purpose as a
database where all information and specifications from different types of generators
can be safe-kept there.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
This project is initiated during the Industrial Internship Programme at PETRONAS
Carigali Sdn. BhcL (PCSB) KLCC from June 2004 to January 2005. It is offered by
PCSB as the Final Year Project (FYP) for the university to explore new technology
applications in offshore Oil & Gas industry. This FYP is a joint project, in-
collaboration with PCSB. Principal ElectricalEngineer Ir. Mohd Faudzi Mohd Yasir is
the representative or industrial supervisor form PCSB together with Ir. N, Perumal as
the lecturer supervisor from the university.
1.1 Project Background and Problem Statement
This project focuses on the selection of power generation technology for onshore
facilities which requires electricity supply. Selection of power generation is part and
parcel of facilities design for electrical engineers at PCSB. The. design for offshore
powergenerationoffers manychallenges. Among them are the changes in technologies
(generators) and the varying load of facilities at differentplatforms. Recently, there are
several numbers of technologies of power generators available in the market. A
detailed study and analysis is required to determine the best offshorepower generation
types for all the facilities on-board. Currently, there is no establishing methodology for
engineers to optimize the selection.
Different types of offshore platforms require different types of power generation
depending on the size, facilities on-board, and load consumptions. For the time being,
PCSB has 3 types of platforms which are 8-legged, 4-tegged, and 3-legged The bigger
the platform means more power required to cater the loads such as drilling facilities,
lighting, and Distributed Control System (DCS). Smaller platforms require smaller
power which can be generated by smaller generators such as from Microturbine
Generator (MTG) and Close-cycle Vapour Turbogenerator (CCVT). Besides
producing selfgeneration, few others satellite platforms tapelectrical power from their
mother or main platformsvia Submersible Power Cable.
1.2 Objectives
The main objective of this project is to develop a methodology or process to select the
best and mostsuitable powergeneration technology specifically for remote or offshore
facilities in the oil & gas business. Currently, there is neither definitive methodology




Because tins is a collaborative project with PCSB, all historical data and information
on the A?arious types of offshore facilities together with its' type of power generator
technologies and power requirements will be input by PCSB itself. Besides that,
references from the internet, journal and product catalog from vendors will also be
required. There are three main sources for literature which are:
• PETRONAS Technical Standards (PTS). PTS 33.65.11.32 (Package Unit AC
Generator Sets) and PTS 33.64.10.10 (Electrical Engineering Guidelines)^!]
• Types ofOffshore Platforms and Facilities
• Different Types ofSmall and Large Power Generation Technologies
2.1 Types ofOffshore Platforms and Facilities
PCSB has many oil fields or wells throughout the Malaysian waters particularly at the
South China Sea. Besides that, PCSB also has interests in other countries such as
Vietnam and Indonesia, to name a few. To get the knowledge on typical offshore
facilities, the ANGSI field has been selected as the main reference and example
because it has a complete facilities for offshore applications within its' five platforms.
ANGSI field is situated at the South China Sea offshore of Kerteh, Terenggaou. This
field already has five operational platforms; whereby ANPG-A (process platform) and
ANDR-A (drill riser platform) act as mother platforms with three satellite drilling
platforms namely ANDP-B, ANDP-C and ANDP-E (please refer appendix^ ANGSI
Field Development Plan). For info, the ANGST field produced about 100,000 barrels of
crude oil per day, which justify that this field is the largest in production of crude oil
for PETRONAS at South China Sea.
2.1.1 S-tegged Central Processing Platform (ANPG-A)
Typical installed power capacity: 3 MW to 5 MW
TypicaJ voltage rating: 6600 VAC
Frequency: 50Hz
Typical offshore facilities: Production, Processing and Living Quarters
2.1.2 8-2egged l>rm Riser Platform (ANDR-A)
Typical installed power capacity: 100 kW
TypicaS voltage rating: 400 V AC
Frequency: 50Hz
Typical offshore facilities: Drill Riser, Flare Tower
Figure \: .ANPG-A Process Platform and ANDR-A Drift Riser Platform
2.13 Pegged »rittiag Platform (ANDP-B)
Typical installed powrer capacity: 100 kW to 150kW
Typical voitage raring: 400 V AC
Frequency: 50Hz
Typical oiisbore iaeih'iies: DriSiirsg Rig
Figure 2: ANDP-B Drilling Platform
*^.*
2.1.4 3-legged(Tripod) Drilling Platforms (ANBP-C & ANBP-E)
Typical installed power capacity: 2 kW to 4 kW
Typical voiiage raring: 24 VDC
Frequency: -
TypicaJ offshore facilities: Drilling Rig
Figure 3; ANDP-C and ANDP-E Drilling Platform
2.2 Different Types of Small and Large Power Generation Technologies
Currently, there are many types of power generation teclmologies available in the
market Study on the characteristics, working principles and specifications are also
necessary to make sure whether the equipment is viable for offshore practice. A power
output is considered small when the rated power produced is below 1000 kW or I
MW. Above that ranges is considered as large or high power output. These are a few
examples oftechnologies which have been identified suitable for offshore usage.
2.2.1 Microturb'mes [6]
Microturbines are small combustion turbines that produce between 25 kW and 500 kW
of power. Microturbines have a common shaft on which mounted a compressor,
turbine, and generator. These components are mounted on air bearings, so no
lubrication is required; because friction is eliminated, the cost of maintenance is
significantly reduced. Most microturbines are single-stage, radial flow devices with
high rotating speeds of 90,000 to 320,000 revolutions per minute. The frequency may
vary from i,300 to i ,600 Hz. This AC power may be converted to DC power and iater
re-converted via inverters into AC power at 240 or 480V and 50 or 60 Hz.
Microturbine generators can be divided into two general classes: (i) Recuperated
microturbines, that recover the heat from the exhaust gas to boost the temperature of
combustion and increase efficiency; and (ii) Unrecuperated (or simple cycle)
microturbines, which have lower efficiencies, but also lower capital costs. While some
early product introduced in the market has featured unrecuperated designs, the bulk of
developers' efforts are focused on recuperated systems. The recuperator recovers heat




Figure 4: Recuperated Microrurbme System;
TuitWne Exhaust
Furtherexhaust heat recovery can be used in a ccgeneratkmcoaftgurattotL The figure
above illustrates a recuperated mietoturbme systetn. In the recuperated mteroturbiue
systems, units are air cooled, with air brought in through an inlet to cool the generator
set The air is then compressed before it is ducted through the regenerator ittto the
combustion chamber. Once the air is compressed, it \s sent to the recuperator to raise
hs temperature, passing to the combustion chamber, and mixing with fweV )gphhm of
the mixture creates the combustion gases that enter the turbine, making it rotate. The
gases leave theturbine at I,1O0°F and return to the recuperator, whichtransfers a large
fraction of the heat to the compressed air before the compressed air enters the
combustion chamber. Exhaust gases at 450°F may be sent to a heat exchanger in onSer
to heat water for industrial, commercial, and residential purposes, as well as for the
production of steam.
2.2.2 Close-cycle Vapour Turbogenerator [8]
Closed Cycle Vapour Turbogenerator or CCVT is another of many types of power
generating equipment offshore platforms. ORMAT is one of the manufacturers whom
named its CCVT product as The ORMAT Energy Converter (OEC). ThisOEC unit is
suitable for remote power system and certified for operations in Class 1, Division 2
(Zone2> Group 11) conditions in offshore applications.
Usually, a CCVT is only used to produce small power at an unmanned platform. For
OECT basically a self-contained power package consisting of a combustion system, a
vapor generator, a turbo alternator, an air-cooled condenser, a rectifier, alarms and
controls housed in a shelter. It will supply 200 to 3000 Watts of filtered DC power on a
continuous 24-hour-per-day basis for periods of up to 20 years with virtually no
maintenance or repairs.
The ORMAT concept utilizes a hermetically sealed Rankine cycle generating set
which contains only one smoothly rotating part - the shaft on which the turbine wheel
and the brushless alternator rotor are mounted. The turbo alternator shaft is supported
by working fluid film bearings, which eliminate any metal-to-metal contact, resulting
in years of trouble-free operation. Unlike any other generators, this OEC unit can
operate with natural gas with high NCG contentand low LHV.
System Operation ofa CCVT
The burner heats the organic working fluid in the vapour generator where some of it
vaporizes and expands through a turbine wheel thereby producing shaft power to drive
the alternator. The vapour then passes into a condenser where it is cooled, condensed
back into the liquid state and driven back into the vapour generator, cooling the
aHernator on its way, and lubricating the bearings. The cycle continues as long as heat
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is applied to thevapour generator. Because thevapourfliquid stainless steel envelope is
sealed, none of the organic fluid is loss during the process.
Furthermore, the working fluid is totally immune to climatic conditions outside the
sealed envelope. The turbo-alternator produces three-phase AC power, which is then
rectified and filtered The DC power is regulated for varying load by automatically
controlling the amount of fuel supplied to the burner. The system is equipped with a
digital turbine control unit with safety controls to protect it against any abnormalities,
including overheating.
General Specifications ofCCVT:
• Output power: 200 to 3000 W (per unit)
• Output voltage: 24 or 48 or 125 VDC (nominal)
• Voltage variation: 3.5% ofvoltage setting
• Protections: short circuit, over voltage, low voltage, motive fluid over temperature
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2.23 Thermal Electric Generators [9]
Known as TEG, is another highly robust and reliable product which produced
electricity from the conversion of heat It is lowin maintenance as there are no moving
or rotating parts inside this unit. Initially, this technology is develop by 3M for the
Apollo space program, but later was commercialized by Global, as one of the main
manufacturer and supplier worldwide. A standard TJfciG unit is designed for 20 years
ijfetime,
A TEG soYid statecomprises of 3 key components which are burner, sealed thertnopAe
and heal sink. The burner acts as the main heat source of the unit. The sealed
thermopile is the energy conversion device which converts the heat produced by the
burner to electricity. The heat generated is cooled by heat sink in the form of cooling
fins or heat pipes.
Fimire 7: TEG Solid State Device
!4
System Operation ofa TEG
The main conversion unit of this TEG unit is the hermetically-sealed thermopile. This
is where the heat is converted directly to electricity. DC currentis produced when there
is a difference in temperature across the thermopile, just like the concept of
thermocouple. Tin's small DC current is then amplified and regulated to produce the
amount of power needed, in this case, according to the unit's rating. The elements of
this thermop^e are Sead-tm-leiiuride.
Figure 8: Thermopile
TEG Features
* Standard 12 VDC, 24 VDC
* Generators can he connected in parallel or series for larger Joads
* Systems can he designed for load requirements from JO W to 5000 Watts
* Gaseous Fueis- natural gas, propane
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2.2.4 Reciprocal Engine
Reciprocating or internal combustion (IC) engines are part of oureveryday life. There
are over a -million IC engines installed for electricity backup applications worldwide,
and over 100 million engines in operation counting cars, trucks, planes, and boats. IC
engines are best suited for backup, intermediate, peaking, and combined heat and
power (CUP) applications where unit sizes with electrical output requirements range
from a few kW up to roughly 10,000 kW. Besides applicable to offshore power
generation, JC engines are installed in manufacturing facilities, office building?,
universities, hospitals, retail stores, distribution centers, and small utilities- IC engines
are generally characterized as having:
• Low initial capital cost
• Proven reliability
• Strong maintenance support networks
• Rated output that is not impacted by higher ambient temperatures or elevations
• High partial load efficiency
• Heat recovery capabilities for combined heat and power
• No requirements for external inlet fuel compression
IC engines are divided into two basic types; spark ignition and compression ignition
engines. The spark ignition engine is common in the form of gasoline powered car
engines. Below 75 kW they are produced in large volumes, but are also seeing rapid
acceptance above 300kW for natural gas fired power generation with heat recovery
(CHP). Excluding the lowest output models, these engines typically have four-stroke
combustion cycles, operate at medium to high speed, and are powered by liquid fuels
or natural gas. Higher engine speeds allow for greater engine efficiency. Natural gas is
often required for longer run hours to meet environmental regulations for applications
with longer run hours.
1.6
Figure 9: internal Combustion Engine Installation
The compression ignition engine, often called a diesel engine, is used in heavy7 trucks
or buses. Diesel engines can have two- or four-stroke combustion cycles arid can
operate at any speed. Heavy fuels such as diesel are used extensively for power
production m Africa. Asia, and many islands. IC engines provide the best combination
of efficiency and cost effectiveness in smaller scale applications compared to other
power generation technologies. IC enginesare found in the following cycles:
V) Sample Cycle - This is the standard operational method of ?C engines. SiropJe cycle
indicates that cogeneiation or combined heat and power is not being employed. They
havehigh simplecycleefficiencies, low capital costand start-up timestypically of less
than fcett seconds. These attributes make IC engines well suited for back-up power.
2) Cogeneratioti or Combined Heat and Power - Combined Heat Power (CHP) is a
leading configuration- for supplying electricity while capturing thermal energy in the
form of process steam or hot water for industrial and commercial applications. IC
engines are not as efficient as combustion turbines m converting waste heat to steam
17
(less than 50% thermal energy canbe converted to steam), butare very well suitedfor
applications requiring small amounts of steam at low pressure or small to large
volumes of hot water. Reciprocating engine CHP installations have been steadily
increasing.
Technology oflC
IC engines and combustion turbine technologies both use the energy of combustion
and convert it into rotating mechanical energy. The basic operation of an IC engine is
similar to a combustion turbine in that both convert combustion gases into a rotating
shaft (crank). However, combustion turbines use a continuous combustion process,
whereas IC engines follow discrete steps in the energy conversion process. A typical





Figure 10; Cross Section of IC Engines
A four-stroke process requires two complete revolutions of the craiikshaft to complete
its cycle versus a two-stroke machine which completes the four cycles in one
revolution of the crankshaft. During the Intake step, air and fuel are inducted into a
cylinder when the piston is near or at its downward stroke (assumes a vertically
orientedengine) and the intake valves or ports (located at the top of the engine hkjck)
opeti to draw in air. Intake air ts always filtered to remove particles and extend the life
of the engine. Once the atr and fuel mixture es in the cylinder, the compression step
occurs by an. upward stroke of the piston that reduces the combustion volume and
compresses the mixture. The piston is connected to the crankshaft by a connecting rod
that pushes the piston upward as the crankshaft rotates. The piston \rave)s upward until
it reaches the end of its stroke.
The combustion or power step in the four-stroke cycie occurs when eithercompression
is high enough (\6:\) to cause the mixture to self ignite, or an externa? spark is
introduced. The pressure ratio is the ratio of the pressure at fuIJ compression., or
minimum volume, dividedby the pressure of the cylinder at its maximum volume. The
expanding exhaust gases push the piston downward, creating mechanka) energy that
causes the connecting rod to rotate the crank shaft, hi the exhaust step, the vaKes or
ports in the exhaust manifold open to allow hot exhaust gases to escape, completing
the cycle.
In contrast to the four-stroke cycle, two-stroke machines complete their cycle in one
revolutioa For this reason, two-stroke air aspirated engines generate more mechanical
power than their four-stroke counterpart with the same cylinder volume. Both types of
engines go through thefour steps listed above. When thepiston moves downward, the
two-stroke engine exposes an exhaust port that allows exhaust to escape and then
introduces a fresh air/fuel mixture into the cylinder. The mixture is compressed with a
subsequent upward stroke of the piston, followed by the combustion process that
drives thepiston back downward and creates mechanical power through thecrankshaft
The exhaustvalves or ports in the exhaust manifold open to allowhot exhaustgases to
escape. Although two-strokes can generate more power than a four-stroke with




PROJECT OVERVIEW AND METHODOLOGY
3.1 Project Overview
In Malaysia, electricity or electrical power supply is obtained by two methods. First,
the supply is received from the source that generates its own power and supplies it to
consumers as their core business such as Tenaga Nasional Berhad (TNB) or other
Independent Power Producers (IPPs). Secondly, the electricity required for own usage
is produced by self generation using various types of power generators. For example,
PETRONAS produced its own power for self utilization through their power plants
from PETRONAS Gas Berhad (PGB) through its Central Utility Facilities (CUFs).
Offshore platforms and facilities generate its' own electricity. Currently., PCSB had
spent an incurred high cost of investment on power generation systems offshore by
undertaking substantial engineering activity and inventoryto cater thechanges of load.
Therefore, PCSB is looking at an optimize method or philosophy in selecting the type
of power generation technology for their facilities, hence reducing the front end cost of
engineering works. Selecting of a power generator for offshore is normally based on
these criteria:
i) Load Demands.
To cater all the required power on-board for process, instrumentation, drilling,
accommodation and otherequipment such as various types of pumps, lighting and also
Distributed Control System (DCS).
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ii) Space'.
Whether the footprint of the power generator is able to fit in the space provided on
board.
hi) Weight.
To match the equipment's weight with the structural limitations of the platform.
iv) Reliability.
The reliability and performanceof the generators mustbe taken intoaccount during the
design stage and technical evaluation. To check whether the generatorscomply withall




The methodology on conducting this project is divided into four parts:
i) Data gathering and collection:
Information on types of power generations for offshore applications are searched and
collected from PCSB's vendors and suppliers. The information on types of offshore
platfonns is to be obtained from PCSB through the project collaborator. Besides, other
relevant information can be gathered from the PCSB's archive at KLCC [5] (please
refer appendix. Load Study).
ii) Study, research and data analysis:
Studies on how to determine offshore power generation design by referring to the PTS
together with frequent consultation with the industry supervisor. All the data obtained
are also analyzed in terms of suitability and cost effective.
iii) Data compilation and arrangement.
With the aid and advices from the project collaborator together with project supervisor,
alt the data had been arranged and compiled according to criteria that will be discussed
later. A small database containing all the relevant information also being constructed
as reference{phase refer appendix, Equipment Database andSpecifications).
y\
iv) Software development on power generation selection:
This is just an extra, not an objective of the project. According to plan, the software ot
system should serve two main purposes, first as a 'mini library' or database whereby
additional data can be stored into later. Second, it will act as the selector of the best
power generatorto assist the engineersduringthe designing stage in a project
24
3.2.1 Software & System Development Tools Selection
After conducting some survey and readings on software, it is concludedthat only two
programs are more suitable to develop the system for this project; first is MATLAB
and second is Microsoft Visual Basics.NET (VB). Comparing both of fhern in terms of
data management and accessibility, is it decided that VB is the better selection of the
two.
VB harnesses Microsoft Access (Access) to store data. In other words, a new database
must be constructed using Access by transferring all the data obtained earlier. But after
considering back all other factors such as time constrain and complexity, it is decided
that the database should be created directly in the VB itself using the .txt format, and
















4.1 Results of study
From the study conducted, it is found that there are standard specifications and also
variable specifications of a particular power generator for offshore or remote
applications. The standard specifications or requirements for offshore installation are:
i) Hazardous Area Classification:
Although the power generator should be placed at safe area (according to standards IP
Part i5T usually the equipment is requiredto be configured for Zone 1 adaptability.
ii) Ingress Protection (IP):
This is a protection against solid and water criteria. Normally, the generator has to
comply with IP 56, which is the protection against medium size solid and jet spray of
water.
Most of the manufacturers of these products can customize the standard specifications
required. The variable specifications are the one where electrical engineers have to
consider during the design stage. After further discussions with both supervisors and
studies conducted, two things must be taken into account:
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i) Technical Parameters:
Consist of which type of fuel source to be used, what are the ranges of outputpower
needed, the voltageoutput whetherAC or DC togetherwith its frequency.
it) Factor Decision:
This factor includes the maximum weight of the generator which the platforms can
withstand and also the maximum footprint or size that can accommodate by the space
limitation ofthe platfonn.
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4.2 Software & System Development
Referring to the project planning before, the data are grouped according to types of
generation such as gas turbines, diesel generators etc. Each of this groupcontainedthe
following parameters of all the respective brands:
• power produces (output power)
• footprint (size)
• weight
• URL (website link)
This main objective of this system software is to assist the engineers to select the best
generator according to the technical parameters and the decision factors. So the user
interface should include the mentioned details or input:
i) Technical Parameters:
• fuel source - heat, gas, liquid
• power output- in kilowatts
• voltage output - AC or DC
• frequency - 50 or 60 Hz
ii) Decision Factors:
• maximum size or footprint - length, width, height
• maximum weight - in kilogram
4.3 Software <& System Demonstration
This is die first page interface w
required in
. ,,t^ t^^ „**«„«« ./hereby the user needs to input all the parameters
order to perform the selection
;:-pOW§R; GENERATION -SE LECT1QH;
fttjufPSusctoi ju-w-^***0A*I AM Hew 04* jE*0*
Fisuie 12- User Interface of the Power Generation Selection Software
i-3
The user vn\\ then fill out all the needed parameters of the generator (Figure 13), After
that, the \SELECT batton is push. The software then will filter out from its database
and come out with the best matched equipment. The results will display the
manufacturer's and mode! name, together with the website address or URL of the
manufacturer for more detail descriptions and reference to the engineers (Figure 14).
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Figure 13: Example of Input Parameters
Grower generation selection^
kauLPn-xaaa.!: [yip^HWwW« i AiiiHewOAai £#»«*
Figure 14: Example of Output Result
V)
As an addition or extra for this software, some new functions are planned and develop
to make the software more user-friendiy and useful. Those functions are "Add New
Data' (Figure 15) where users can update the database with new ntodels and types of
generators in the future; and users or engineers can also modiSed current or existing
data using the 'Gdh Data' function (Figure 16).
:TOWfcH^fcNEHAiJON;s£tdCTI.O.Ife
-*• *" ••i.1 *—
rOUIPMEKl (>> TAit /SCFUFICAHllN
Figure )S: 'Add New Data' Function Page
^F<«™j™| Vfc«EU^R^) AAJWcwfU. E&Dtia'j




All in all, this entire project has met its main objective. The objective of the exercise is
to develop systematic approach and methodology to select the optimum generator on
the offshore facilities. The methodology will facilitate engineer to identify and seiect
the right generators forpower source at any facilities and at anytime, therefore it could
minimize the design time of power generation. In future, the electrical design
engineers just need to input ah the relevant parameter to get the right generators. After
further discussions with both supervisors from the industry and the university, the two
parameters which must he taken into consideration during the selection pTOcessithat
has been finalized are:
i) Technical Parameters - fuel source, power output, voltage output, and frequency.
ii) Decision Factors - the maximum weight and size
In addition to this, an integrated system using the Microsoft Visual Basics.NET
software has been developed as an initiative to improve this project. This system can
store all the different types of data together with its specifications in its database.
Selection of the best selection of the offshore power generators can be done by this
software by inputting all the above mentioned parameters. The software will filler out
from its database and came out with the most suitable output of the required generator.
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5.1.1 Benefits of This Project
From all the studies conducted and the results produced, this project wiU eventually
benefit both the design engineers and also the company itself. Among those benefits
are:
i) Reduce the man hour to select the most suitable generators during the design
stage ofa particular project development plan
ii) Reduce the front-end cost of the engineering works. This means that the
generators selected will be most efficient; not more or not less that the required
rated output power. Thus, this will save the initial cost by minimizing the
chance ofselecting generators with excess power ratings.
34
5.2 Summary
Most of the offshore platfonns generate its' own power from various types of
generation units. Usually, the satellite platforms require power from as lowas 3kWto
150kW. These types of platforms perform drillingoperations. Whereas, the mother or
main phtforms can consume more powerup to a few megawatts to cater for the had
demands which include on-board crude oil & gas processing. The table is just a short
summary on some examples of the types of offshore facilities platfonns together with
its power demands or requirements.
Table 1: Example of Types of Offshore Platformsand Its' Power Demands


















Drilling Rig 100kW-150kW Microturbine f
Drilling Platform
(3-legged)





{}} PETRONAS Technical Standards (PTS 33.64.10.10) (2002) -Electrical Engineering
Guidelines.
[2] PETRONAS Technical Standards (PTS 33.65.11.32) (2003)- PackagedUnits AC
Generators Sets.
[3] ANGSI- D Design Basis Memorandum (ANDP-D DBM) (2004)
[4] ANGSI - A Upgrade Design BasisMemorandum (ANPG-A Upgrade DBM)(2004)
{5} PETRONAS Carigali Website (CARING) - info on assets of SKO; BOB, BON, BOS
and assets ofPMO; PM9, Dulang, ANGSI, POD
[6]EPC Malaysia (Capstone) Product Info & Catalogue (2004)- MicroturbineGenerator
[7] Caterpillar (Reciprocal Engines) Website - www.caterpillar.com
[8]ORMAT Energy Converter Product Catalogue, ORMAT Inc. (2004) - Ciose-eyok-
Vapour Turbogenerator (CCVT)
[9] Thermo Electric Generators CD? Global International (2004) - Thermo Electric
GeneratorsfTEG)
[10] PETRONAS Carigali Sdn Bhd(PCSB) Archive - ANGSI drawings, data,and
specifications.
[II] Microsoft Visual Basics.NET online tutorials - Microsoft Studio.NET
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APPENDIX D
DATABASE AND EQUIPMENTS SPEC (EXAMPLES)


















Natural Gas. Propane, Altern
Gas
capstone










hiqersoii-Rand energy 321 000 -
Systems 70 kW Natural Gas. Biogas S77000
70LM
Ingersoil-Rand Energy S21 000-
Sysiems fO kW Natural Gas. Biogas S77 00g
^OSivl




Propane, Alternative Gas 388.000
•\< ww, Povvp; Systems on , in, Natural Gas LPG, Butane, 524,000 -
Propane, Alternative Gas S88.000
Bowman Pcwei Sysiems Qn , ,A, Natural Gas. LPG, Butane. S24.000 -
repose Propane, Alternative Gas 388,000
P<m £ VVmrriey
S'i 5 Re c .iterated
a m ^. S24.000 -80 kW Natural Gas sgg QOq




395 kW Natural Gas 5355.500
•?,-vt y ^,'niino.. S297.050
':i'-c- 'in,lfw 457 kW Natural Gas S411 300
Simple Syoie











Energy Systems 1,204 kW
TBM-S20































Natural Gas, Liquid Fuel
Natural Gas, Liquid Fuel







Natural Gas, Diesel Oil, Landfill Gas,
Propane, Naphtha, LPG, LNG, 5782,600 -
Refinery Gas, Liquid Fuel, Alternative 31,083,600
Gas
Natural Gas. Diesel Oil, Landfill Gas,
Propane, Naphtha, LPG, LNG, 3786,500 -
Refinery Gas, Liquid Fuel, Alternative 31.089,000
Gas
Natural Gas, Liquid Fuel
51,274,650
51,764,900
Natural Gas, Liquid Fuel, and Natural £1,743,300
Gas/Liquid Backup £2.413,1
Natural Gas
Natural Gas, Liquid Fuel
Natural Gas, Diesel Oil, Landfill Gas,






Refinery Gas, Liquid Fuel, Alternative 53.163,500
Gas
Natural Gas, Diesel Oil, Landfill Gas,
Propane, Naphtha. LPG, LNG. 32.284,750
Refinery Gas, Liquid Fuel. Alternative 53.163,500
Gas
Natural Gas, Liquid Fuel, and Natural $2,477,150
Gas/Liquid Backup S3.429,900
Natural Gas. Liquid Fuel, and Natural 32.536,300
Gas/Liquid Backup 33.511,800
Natural Gas, Liquid Fuel
32.625,350
33.635,100
Natural Gas, Diesel Oil, Landfill Gas,
Propane, Naphtha, LPG, LNG, 52.730,000

















Gt Power Systems, Oil &
m * k- i • -A* I 52,827,500-Natural Gas, Liquid Fuel ~~ g.5 qqQ
Natural Gas, Liquid Fuel, and Natural $2,921,750 -
Gas/Liquid Backup £4,045,500
Natural Gas, Diesel Oil, Landfill Gas,
Propane, Naphtha, LPG, LNG. 52,988,700 -
Refinery Gas, Liquid Fuel, Alternative 54,138,200
Gas
Natural Gas, Diesel Oil, Landfill Gas,
Propane, Naphtha, LPG. LNG, 52,990,000 -
Refinery Gas, Liquid Fuel, Alternative 54.140,000
Gas
m ♦ ,r >• -ac i S3,055,000-Natural Gas. Liquid Fuel ». .™ gQ0
m • ,r , - . c , 53,282,500-Natural Gas, Liquid Fuel ^ ..^ Q00
33,393,000-Gas 5,220 kW Natural Gas, Liquid Fuel, Biogas <M 698000
PGT5 ° '
Centrax w Natural Gas, Liquid Fuel, and Natural $3,406,000-
K37 ' Gas/Liquid Backup $4,716,000
I,,slom 5,250 kW Natural Gas. Liquid Fuel ^' ' 'I7priO'_t'' 34, /25,000




$3 575,000 -5,500 kW Natural Gas $4 950 000
$3 575 000 -5,500 kW Natural Gas 34 950 000
Natural Gas, Diesel Oil, Landfill Gas.
mlar "• urpines , ™ .. Propane, Naphtha. LPG, LNG, 33,575,000 -








Natural Gas, Diesel Oil. Landfill Gas,
Propane, Naphtha. LPG, LNG, 33.575,000 -
Refinery Gas. Liquid Fuel, Alternative 34.950,000
Gas
Natural Gas, Liquid Fuel, and Natural 33,773,250 -
5,805 kVV Gas/Ljquid Backup £5.224,500
Natural Gas. Natural Gas/Liquid £4,387,500 -




Natural Gas, Diesel Oil, Landfill
Gas, Propane. Naphtha, LPG, LNG, $4,884,750-
q ystems /,515 kW ,-, .. U . . . , ,- , ffC VCn ,-nn
ronji T-7n Refinery Gas, Liquid Fuel, $6,763,500
Alternative Gas
Natural Gas, Diesel Oil, Landfill
Solar Turbines Gas, Propane, Naphtha, LPG, LNG, $4,888,000 -O20 kW Refjnery Gas Liqujd Fue]| $6,768,000
Alternative Gas
"aurus 70 CED
Alstom . nnn ,,„, „__ , :_..;_, ,-..„, $5,135,000 -
Tempest 7,900 kW Natural Gas, Liquid Fuel $7*110000
Turbomach Industrial
Eneigy Systems 9,438 kW
TI3M-M90
Natural Gas, Diesel Oil, Landfill
Gas, Propane, Naphtha, LPG, LNG, £6,134,700 -
Refinery Gas. Liquid Fuel, £8,494,200
Alternative Gas
Natural Gas, Diesel Oil, Landfill
Solar Turtles Q.q.,,., Gas, Propane, Naphtha, LPG, LNG. £6,142,500-
fvlars 90 y,4bU W Refinery Gas, Liquid Fuel, £8,505,000
Alternative Gas




Energy Sterns 10,681 kW
!"t-3M-iV,'!00
Natural Gas, Diesel Oil, Landfill
Gas, Propane. Naphtha, LPG, LNG. £6,942,650 -
Refinery Gas. Liquid Fuel, £9,612,900
Alternative Gas
Natural Gas, Diesel Oil, Landfill
Gas, Propane. Naphtha, LPG, LNG. £6,948,500 -
Refinery Gas, Liquid Fuel, £9,621,000
Alternative Gas












MF-11 -A Sue: Oi
11.300 kW Natural Gas
£7.345,000-
£10,170,000
£7 943 000 -12.220 kW Fuel Oil, Liquid Fuel £10 ggg 0Q0
Mitsubishi Heavy




, • -^ r- , £8,385,000-12,900 kW Natural Gas, Liquid Fuel $11 g10 00Q
13.500 kW
Natural Gas, Diesel Oil, Landfill
Gas, Propane, Naphtha, LPG, LNG. 58,775,000 -
Refinery Gas. Liquid Fuel, $12,150,000
Alternative Gas
GE PowerSystems, Aero »g 040 yen _
Energy 13,615 kW Natural Gas 312 253 500
LM1600PA
GE Powei Systems, Oil &
•..•.•as
PGT16




Natural Gas, Diesel Oil, Landfill
„ „ ™n • ,ft, Gas, Propane, Naphtha, LPG, LNG, £9,100,000 -
. o?;9^ rtSmS ' Refinery Gas, Liquid Fuel, 512,600,000
Alternative Gas
Mitsubishi Heavy £g 235 590 -
liioustney 14,210 kW Fuel Oil, Liquid Fuel ' ' '
MF-11 IB Fuel Oil
luoustnes 14,570 kW Natural Gas






,-•_,,-. £11,050,00017,000 kW Natural Gas, Liquid Fuel ^ 30Q qQ0
GE Power Systems. Aero
Energy 17,650 kW Natural Gas
Liv;2000PS
GE Power Systems, Aero
Energy 22,400 kW Natural Gas
GFInOOPE
GE Paw.. Systems Oil •$.










^ ,-•_,-, 316,100,50024.7/0 kW Natural Gas, Liquid Fuel ^2 293 000
317,371,250
:ergy 26.725 kW Natural Gas S24 Q52 50Q
/FFjCOPi'i
FFsuGsm i lea vy
G._Gstne... 26,780 kW Natural Gas
MP1-8
GL Po>/.er Systems Oil & 517 439 500
Gas 26,830 kW Natural Gas S24 147000
Isi^iKawajirna-Harima 3-j 7 550 000
Heavy industries 27.000 kW Natural Gas $24'300000
LM2500 Plus
AGt-),n ^ , • ._, r- , £18,915,000L" ' 29,100 kW Natural Gas, Liquid Fuel £26 ,9Q 0Q0
GL [::c-)\'}: Scorns Aero
517,407,000
£24,102,000
£19,012,50029,250 kW Natural Gas £26 325 00Q
Rated Output Fuel Source Installed Cost (est.
























DN-D 5Q Hz 8 1 kW
Sl'JI 0 vviii' 3.0DN 6.2 kW
Gv:i:ne
^as°|l!le' . £3,000 -$6,000Liquid Fuel
Diesel, Liquid _
Fuel
Gasoline, $3,300 - £6,600
Liquid Fuel
Gasoline, $3,600 - £7,200
Liquid Fuel
Diesel, Liquid g3 200-£6 400
Fuel







5kW p320!"!6, . $5,700-£11,400
Liquid Fuel
10 4 kW Diesel. Liquid S52oo - 310.400
Fuel
10 7 kW Diesel, Liquid $5 350 . S10 700
Fuel
Diesel, Liquid S5>400 _$10 800
Fuel
Diesel, Liquid S5500 . $11 000
Fuel
Diesel. Liquid ,,„,.. ni „in
S5.650 - 311 .oOO
Fuel
3CY1M-" ':•:: Hz
10 8 k W



































































Diesel, Liquid 20Q _$ 0Q
Fuel
Diesel, Liquid $7 250 -514,500
Fuel
Diesel, Liquid 50Q _ 0Q
Fuel
Diesel. Liquid 5Q0 _ Q0
Fuel
Diesel. Liquid $8 100 _$16200
Fuel
Diesel. Liquid $8 200 - $16,400
Fuel
Diesel, Liquid $8 800 _$17600
Fuel
Diesel, Liquid S9 000 - £18,000
Fuel





Diesel, Liquid sg 0Q0-518.000
Fuel
Diesel, Liquid $g 70o-$19,400
Fuel
Diesel, Liquid S10 000 _$2o,000
Fuel
Diesel. Liquid S10 000 . 520.000
Fuel
Diesel. Liquid $10h250 - $20,500
Fuel





Diesel, Liquid S1100u - £22.000
-uel














































SGu4l .-viih 3.3UTA 32 kW
Engine
Generac
SD04C ,v:rr 4 BET 32 kW







Diesel, Liquid Q0 _ Q
Fuel
Diesel, Liquid _ QQ
Fuel
Diesel, Liquid $12 950 - 325,900
Fuel
Diesel, Liquid $(|3 00Q _$26 0Q0
Fuel
Diesel, Liquid ?u Q00 _$28,000
Fuel
Diesel, Liquid S14250 - 528,500
Fuel
Diesel, Liquid Q0 _
Fuel
Diesel, Liquid £M 5Q0 _£29,000
Fuel
Diesel, Liquid 5Q0 _ Q0
Fuel
Diesel. Liquid $15000 - $30,000
Fuel
Diesel. Liquid $15000 - $30,000
Fuel
Diesel, Liquid ^Q 0Q0 _$32 000
Fuel







£16,000 - £32 000
Diesel, Liquid $16 000 _S32,000
Fuel
Diesel, Liquid 50Q _ Q00
Fuel
Diesel, Liquid $17 50o - $35,000
Fuel
Diesel, Liquid $18 000 - $36,000
Fuel
Diesel. Liquid $18 000 - £36,000
Fuel.









SD050 with 3 3 DTA
Engine
Generac

















SD060 wilt: 3 9DTA
Generac
SD050 with 4 3D'
Enoune






























Diesel, Liquid _ Q
Fuel
Diesel, Liquid S20 000 - $40,000
Fuel
Diesel, Liquid S20 000 - $40 000
Fuel







































Diesel, Liquid Q_ 0Q
Fuel
Diesel, Liquid $2? Q00 _$54 000
Fuel





Diesel, Liquid S28 000 -356,000
Fuel









SD080 with 3 9DTA 64 kW
Engine
Generac


























3D 10; .vith I SDTA 80 kW
BE4 M 1013E
Broad..io-vi-n






















Diesel, Liquid £3 00Q __ £6
Fuel '








Diesel, Liquid 0Q0 _
Fuel
Diesel, Liquid S36 000 _S72 000
Fuel
















Diesel, Liquid S44 000 „S88000
Fuel
Diesel, Liquid __ 0
Fuel
Diesel, Liquid _ Q
Fuel





Diesel, Liquid S50.000 - 5100 000
BCJD110S6CHZ Fuel
Dpi ir?

























:•:.! ' 50 vvith '•• SDGlTA 123 kW
t:ICFiCiC."OWP
125 kW










SDlS'K.i'.n G-; SIT 147 kW
Diesel. Liquid $50 000 . $100 000
Fuel
Diesel, Liquid Q_ Q0
Fuel
Diesel, Liquid £ 20Q0 _£ 0Q
Fuel






Diesel, Liquid 5Q0 _
Fuel
Diesel, Liquid S60000 . S120 000
Fuel
Diesel, Liquid S60000 . S120000
Fuel
Diesel, Liquid 0Q _
Fuel
Diesel, Liquid S61500 . S123 000
Fuel
Diesel, Liquid S62 500 . S125.000
Fuel
Diesel, Liquid S62500 . S125 000
Fuel
Diesel, Liquid cc„ nnn c^nnn-,














30 ;vm, 7' IDMTA 147 kW °ie^el' LiqU'd 373.500 -S147.000
Fuel




































:l 0GTA 185 kW
SIG3"' .."- 12 GIGA 185 kW



















Diesel, Liquid £80 000 . $160,000
Fuel
















Diesel, Liquid £g2 00Q _£1g4 Q00
Fuel
Diesel, Liquid $g2 000 -$184,000
Fuel









Diesel, Liquid £1Q0 Q00 _£2QQ 0Q0
Fuel





Diesel, Liquid 50Q _£205 000
Fuel
Generac




















'ssinin!,'b , 225 kW
DFBF 50 Hz
227 kW
DQAE 50 Hz 227 kW
yfii')6f?X
SD275 ^ilh 12 0DTA 233 kW
Engine
Generac
SD275 with 12.7 DTA 233 kW
GaneiOt;
SDJ0.; win GG0DTA 245 kW
U-::i Ibl-ii

























































Diesel, Liquid $116 50o -S233.000
Fuel
Diesel. Liquid _£245 000
Fuel
Diesel, Liquid £122 500 . $245.000
Fuel
Diesel, Liquid $125 00Q . S250,000
Fuel
Diesel, Liquid S125 Q00 _S25o,000
Fuel
Diesel. Liquid £125 00Q _S25Q 000
Fuel
Diesel. Liquid £126 0QO _£252 000
Fuel







SD350 with 14.0DTA 260 kW
Engine
Generac
SD350 with 16.0DTA 260 kW
Engine
Cummins














SC400 X\li) 14 '._• jTA 300 kW
E'-gsne
Generac


















:F.ZSS ;.;iFli :C "CGI A
360 kW


























































1180 000 -S360 00'
Engine
BF8M1015C 362kW
Detroit Diesel „„c , ..,
R0837K08-G60 3°5 kW
Detroit Diese! orr , »rt/
RC337K38-G60 °65 kW






c's™/s , 400 kW
Ore:J UU riZ
^ul'.'1tl'T's.,.. 400 kW
SD500 ,cih 10 0DYA 400 kW
ara^cio^i 408kW
'^l"lr,!.: '^ . 410 kW
DrEJ bd Hz
Gg'oi -•osej^ 410 kW
SEGi; :.•.;•. .-. OiSTA 416 kW
\lcvy'i r, 426 kW
BF8M GI15CP
Broadcrown _ 428 kW
BCD50SP cO Hz
2!:.)d7... 432 kW
I l'ViJ b ' "-' V '')




Doioi D-esei 455 kW
Diesel, Liquid $181000 -$362,000
Fuel
Diesel, Liquid £182 500 _$365,000
Fuel
Diesel, Liquid £182 500 . $365,000
Fuel
Diesel, Liquid £186 000 . $372,000
Fuel
Diesel, Liquid go Q_$380 000
Fuel
Diesel, Liquid £200 000 _$400,000
Fuel
Diesel. Liquid £20[} 000 _S400|000
Fuel





Diesel. Liquid £200 0Q0 _S400 000
Fuel
Diesel, Liquid £2Q4 0Q0 _£408 000
Fuel
Diesel, Liquid $205 000 _$410 000
Fuel
Diesel, Liquid £205 0Q0 _S41000o
Fuel
Diesel. Liquid £208 0Q0 _S416 000
Fuel
Diesel, Liquid $213 000 _$426,000
Fuel





Diesel. Liquid £22Q Q00 _S440 000
Fuel
Diesel. Liquid 0Q0 _£442 000
Fuel
























































































5280,000 - 3560 000





Diesel, Liquid _$576 000
Fuel


































Broadcrown Diesel, Liquid _ 0Q
BGP80UB Fuel
Cummins
DFHB 50 Hz uw""v Fue
Deutz .,... .... Diesel, Liquid
,••,--,,- -,,- w,- f3 r MI BD b 16 Viz Fue
Detroit Diesel
R1637K05-G50 uwu IVUV Fue
Cummins
DFHAGOhz UUUIV,V Fue




4 HB'w •••/. '" '""* Fue
BCD900P """ lwv Fue
iji'oac crown
BCC900P '" 'v,,v Fue
B,;jycfcK^; °ief'' UqUld S400.000 -S800.000
BGC1000P Fuel
tGoadciOWi
ECC1000S wuu 'v*v Fue
Bmaticiown
BCC10HSP www""" Fue
Diesel, Liquid QQ __ $619 000
Fuel
Broadcrown Diesel, Liquid S319 000 . $638|0oo
BwC800P Fuel
Diesel, Liquid 0 _S640,000
Fuel
Diesel, Liquid £320000 _$640i000
3324,000-S643,000
Diesel, Liquid £334 000 _$668,000
l
Diesel, Liquid S340 0oo - 5680,000
S351,500 -5703,000
._„.„ ,u Diesel, Liquid S35200o -5704,000
I-7108 OS Fuel
Uiesei, LiqUIQ ctch non Q~nn nr\r\
:o3/K08-CjoO Fuel
\:~''\°'. U)ii^-.- 720 k Diesel, Liquid 0 0Q _ Q
K io3, -FIGGIS Fuel
Diesel, Liquid S362 50Q . 5725,000
Diesel. Liquid S362|50o „$725,000
Fuel
Diesel, Liquid S364000 . $728,000
Diesel, Liquid S364500 _5729,000
Diesel, Liquid S400 000 „$80o,000
Diesel, Liquid S400000 _$80o,000
Diesel, Liquid S400iooo - 5800,000
BCPlOuOP Fuel

































SD8C0 with. 33 ODTA 890 kW
Euoin-
rii^cianowi,















Diesel, Liquid $400 0Q0 . $8oo,000
Fuel
Diesel, Liquid £400 000 . $800,000
Fuel
Diesel, Liquid £405 000 „5810,000
Fuel
Diesel, Liquid _S814 000
Fuel





Diesel, Liquid 0Q0 _£864 000
Fuel




Diesel, Liquid £444 Q00 _£888 000
Fuel





Diesel, Liquid $450000 _$900,000
Fuel





Diesel, Liquid £457i500 - $915,000
Fuel
Diesel, Liquid £45? 5Q0 _£915 000
Fuel
Diesel, Liquid £480 000 . 5950.000
Fuel
Diesel, Liquid £5Q0 QQ0 _31 000,000
Fuel
Diesel, Liquid £50Q Q00 _£1 oco Q00
Fuel






















































































































Broadcrown , ,., .. ....
n,-,r.,,-.-A 1,341 kW
Bcdo/0
Cummins „ oc„ ....
DOKB50HZ 1'350kW
8V6M628 1<350kW
YSS,: .. 1.368 kW
CiC.W! . UUr
SCPiGior" 1-400kW








::;z{!?- J,eh;f!,, 1.533 kw
: M.if ;\.jI-G/ 'i
;.^ Y;(;'Yv;y: 1536 kW







'Gini '^n! , 1,600 kW
: IB • . - ElZ
"."'.!!'^ ., „t _.,-. 1600 kW
. G. o. .win o5 ID I a
Fuel
Diesel, Liquid $665 000 -51.330.000
Fuel
Diesel, Liquid $670 500 -$1,341,000
Fuel























































BCP200t)pn 1'64°kW °^eUiqUid $820,000 -$1,640.000
YYGSGS, 1.730 kW Diesel, Liquid 0Q _
Yi68/K3b-G41 Fuel





Diesel, Liquid 00 _
Fuel
1,765 kW 7- ' H 3882,500 - 31,765.000
1,800 kWBCC2250S .,«»».,.. Fue
Diesel. Liquid $9q0qq0 -51,800,000
inroad crown
1,800 kW Diesel. Liquid S90o,000 - 51,800,000
BCP2250S ' Fue
YG//' ..,,. 1800 kW ?teSeL Liquia 5900,000-51.300 000
Bv8Mb2d Fuel
!^?^n 1,825 kW Diesel. Liquid $9l2.500 -S1.825.000
FG.C2250P Fuel
l;'mimii^ ,, 1,825 kW Diesel. Liquid $912.500 -S1,825.000
DUKG ivj Hz Fuel
Deutz
1.920kW Diesel, Liquid £g60 000 _$1.920.000
YBD 620 V16 ' Fuel
Detroit D:esei ggo kW Diesel, Liquid £gg5 Q00 _S1 990 000
•• G\F i\3'.>GSo Fuel
tiiojidciown 0 qqq ,^j Diesel, Liquid £^ ggg nnn QO nnn nnn
3CC2500S *"' Fuel '' |WWU
: s;-.1;1, , , . 2,025 kW °'eSeL Liquid 51,012,500-32,025,000
nVOM old Fuel
i>3i'rS" „-. 2700kW Diesel. Liquid S1 350 000. S2.700 000
BVY^MGiO Fuel




3650kW Diesel, Liquid $1825 000 - $3,650,000
Fuel
3750 kW Diesel. Liquid S1 875 000 - 33,750 000
Fuel





4350 kW ?'eSeL LiqU'd 32,175,000 - 54,350,000
Fuel







































5000 kW °ief '• LiqL"d 52,500,000 -$5,000,000
Fuel
5180 kW Diesel, Liquid £2 590 000 _$5 iso.ooo
Fuel
5500 kW ^ieSe1' LiqU'd 52,750,000 -$5,500,000
Fuel
5650 kW Pie^e'! L'qUld 52,825,000 -35,650,000
Fuel
900 kW P'eSel' L'qUld 32,950,000 -55.900,000
Fuel
6 050 kW ?ieSel UqUld 33,025,000 -36,050,000
Fuel
6900 kW ?lQ, L'qUld $3,450,000 -56,900.000
Fuel
6,910 kW Diesel. Liquid $3 Q0 .
Fuel
,910,000






,900 kW |?ieJ[e1, L'qUld 34,450,000 -58 900.000
10 300 kW P'eSeL L'qUld 55,150.000 -310.300,000
Fuel
12 000 kW °!eSel UqUld 56,000,000 - 312,000,000
Fuel
13 700 kW ?ies,el LiqU'd 56,850,000 -S13.700.000
Fuel .
15 400 kW ?ieSeL UqU'd 37.700.000 -S15 400 000
Fuel
fe!_...i._ i ••• t • • • • - fr -••mlfc.i»..iT.l.-..
Manufacturer:
Model Name & Number:




Recuperated gas turbine. 4 pole
permanent magnet generator.
Synchronous output inverter.
1.7 Ibs/s exhaust gas flow rate at
450 degrees F.
Is^^l^i4^iit^ * _ ill* I flfba * * . __•_-_••
Gas TurbineProduct Technology :
Rated Electrical Output AC (kW) :
Standard 3 Phase Voltages for 60 Hz AC
Frequency :
Standard 3 Phase Voltages for 50 Hz AC
Frequency :
Heat rate (Btu/kWh) :
Power GenerstionEfficiency (%) :
Can be used ror Coye-neration :
Practical Load Duty :
Fuel or Source of Energy :
Low Range for Installed Cost <$/kW) :
High Range for Installed Cost ($/kW) :
Estimated Low Range Installed Cost for
Technology ($US) :
Estimated High Range Installed Cost for
Technology ($US} :
^.-:3£ll£iiIlLLBJ















Pros of Technology :
Cons of Technology :
Commercially Available
URL:
IMJS'J m * la
Address and Contact Information :
Convenient size, low emissions,
efficient, low maintenance, and
well suited for cogen or combined
heat and power. Natural gas is
efficient, easy to use, and
convenient in areas with a
distribution network.
High initial capital cost and
operating cost is sensitive to gas
price fluctuations.
Yes







Model Name & Number :
Detail Description of Product
Additional Information :
'f? e;i"i sUptwj: \$ ei!z,.-\tAi}*)u*li]
Product Technology :
Rated Electrical Output AC (kW) :
Standard 3 Phase Voltages for 60 Hz AC
Frequency :
Standard 3 Phase Voltages for 50 Hz AC
Frequency :
Heal rate (Btu/kWh) :
Power GenerattonEfficiency (%) :
Can be used for Cogeneration :
Practical Load Duty :
Fuel or Source of Energy :
Low Range for Installed Cost ($/kW) :
High Range for Installed Cost ($/kW) :
Estimated Low Range Installed Cost for
Technology (5US) :
Estimated High Range installed Cost for
Technology {$USj :




Free turbine engine with single
stage centrifugal compressor.
5.1 Ibs/s exhaust flow at 1089
degrees Fahrenheit. 563 kW peak
power rating.
• • • ir • • a fc •
U> . • • . i. ... • -•*•• «. ,














Pros ol Technology :
•SXIj
Cons of Technology :
Commercially Available :
Address and Contact Information
URL :
800
Low cost, efficient and proven
technology with established
service channels. Well suited for
cogen or combined heat and
power. Natural gas is efficient,
easy to use, and convenient in
areas with a distribution network.
Operating cost is sensitive to
natural gas and liquid fuel price
fluctuations. Decreased
efficiencies when operated at
partial load.
Yes





sou. . -Ill «JJ iilM.v. jvn
lanufacturer:
Model Name & Number :
Detail Description of Product
Additional Information :
Product Technology :
Rated Electrical Output AC (kW) :
Standard 3 Phase Voltages for 60 Hz AC
Frequency :
Standard 3 Phase Voltages for 50 Hz AC
Frequency :
Heat rate (Btu/kWh) :
Power GenerationEfficiency (%) :
Can be used lor Cogeneration :
Practical Load Duty :
Fuel or Source of Energy :
Low Range for Installed Cost ($/kW) :
High Range for Installed Cost ($/kW) :
Estimated Low Range Installed Cost for
Technology (SUS) :
Estimated High Range Installed Cost for
Technology (SUS) :
8mo "Ftif- iu'iijf U)iBJ




4 stage turbine with single stage
compressor and power turbines.
6.6 Ibs/s exhaust flow at 957


















Pros of Technology :
Cons of Technology :
Commercially Available :
Address and Contact Information :
IRL :
229
Low cost, efficient and proven
technology with established
service channels. Well suited for
cogen or combined heat and
power. Natural gas is efficient,
easy to use, and convenient in
areas with a distribution network.
Operating cost is sensitive to
natural gas and liquid fuel price
fluctuations. Liquid fuel units
typically have lower reliability and
higher cost than natural gas fired
units. Decreased efficiencies




Ma r :i e ":*;.:!, G-. 30G •-"'"
www.pratt-whitney.com
Manufacturer:
Model Name & Number :
Detail Description of Product
Additional Information :
Product Technology :
Rated Electrical Output AC (kW) :
Standard 3 Phase Voltages for 60 Hz AC
Frequency :
Standard 3 Phase Voltages for 50 Hz AC
Frequency :
Heat rate (Btu/kWh) :
Power GenerationEfficiency (%) :
Can be used for Cogeneration :
Practical Load Duty :
Fuel or Source oi Energy :
Low Range for Installed Cost ($/kW) :
High Range for Installed Cost ($/kW) :
Estimated Low Range Installed Cost for
Technology ($US) :





system. Recuperated gas turbine
with integrated, variable-output
waste heat recovery system and
fuel gas booster.













Footprint by Area or Width x Depth
Height:
Weight:
Pros of Technology :
Cons of Technology :
Commercially Available :





Convenient size, low emissions,
efficient, low maintenance, can
operate grid connected or stand
alone, and well suited for cogen
or combined heat and power.
High capital cost. Biogas units
require a source of biogas and
output dependent on quality of
fuel. Operating costs for natural
gas units are sensitive to fuel
price fluctuations.
Yes
c '" 0-lJ Bea t^ S'creel:
: -, • i.Sson, NC 16031
www.irpowerworks.com
Manufacturer :
Model Name & Number:
Detail Description of Product:
Additional Information :
Product Technology :
Rated Electrical Output AC (kW) :
Standard 3 Phase Voltages for 60 Hz AC
Frequency :
Standard 3 Phase Voltages for 50 Hz AC
Frequency :
Heat rate (Btu/kWh) :
Power GenerationEfficiency (%) :
Can be used for Cogeneration :
Practical Load Duty :
Fuel or Source of Energy :
Low Range for Installed Cost ($/kW) :
High Range for Installed Cost <$/kW) :
Estimated Low Range Installed Cost for
Technology ($US) :




Grid parallel cogeneration system
with sunchronous generator.
Recuperated gas turbine with
integrated, variable-output waste
heat recovery system and fuel
gas booster.




















!• • "•„ I ' *
Pros of Technology :
2EHH3
Cons of Technology :
Commercially Available
Address and Contact Information
URL :
Convenient size, low emissions,
efficient, low maintenance, can
operate grid connected or stand
alone, and well suited for cogen
or combined heat and power.
High capital cost. Biogas units
require a source of biogas and
output dependent on quality of
fuel. Operating costs for natural














Model Name & Number :
Detail Description of Product:
Additional Information :
Product Technology :
Rated Electrical Output AC (kW) :
Standard 3 Phase Voltages for 60 Hz AC
Frequency :
Standard 3 Phase Voltages for 50 Hz AC
Frequency :
Heat rate (Btu/kWh) :
Power GenerationEfficiency (%):
Can be used for Cogeneration :
Practical Load Duty :
Fuel or Source of Energy :
Low Range for Installed Cost ($/kW) :
High Range for Installed Cost <$/kW) :
Estimated Low Range Installed Cost for
Technology ($US) :






















Footprint by Area or Width x Depth
Height :
Weight:
Pros of Technology :
Cons of Technology :
Commercially Available :
L*Iiif-l*ift'.iJ.lM
Address and Contact Information
URL :
ESEkm..* 1-Uii.^lt.Jjib.lk'JllM
Low cost, efficient and proven
technology with established
service channels. Well suited for
cogen or combined heat and
power. Natural gas is efficient,
easy to use, and convenient in
areas with a distribution network.
Operating cost is sensitive to
natural gas and liquid fuel price
fluctuations. Liquid fuel units
typically have lower reliability and
higher cost than natural gas fired
units. Biogas units require a
source of biogas and output is






Tel: + 44 (0)23 1023 GG)0
Fax: +44 ;0)23 3021 112 0
www.bowmanpower.com
